
3 STEPS TO ANXIETY FREE

1, CREATE A MORNING ROUTINE

The purpose of this exercise is to allow you to meet your anxiety head on, create routine and have a go 
to three step plan to hand when it kicks in.

Yeah, yeah, yeah I know what a boring first tip, but trust me, I know from experience, this really works. 
Which is less anxiety inducing of these two scenarios? 
 
1. Your alarm goes off. You scramble about to grab a towel & rush to the shower, you dive in. Run 
upstairs, chuck on the nearest clothes that are clean and passable for what you have to do for the day 
and then leg it out the door praying you won't be late. 
 
2. Wake up early, do your routine - this could include meditation (even 5 mins is better than nothing), 
yoga, morning pages or free writing to empty your mind. Head to the shower, get ready, leaving plenty 
of time so you don't have to rush. Have breakfast and a tea/ coffee (decaf could be the one if you're 
anxiety is bad) then calmly leave the house. 
 
The choice is yours. List a couple of things below you could add to your morning routine to make your 
mornings less stressful 
 
HOT TIP - don't add too many things. It is best to start with small achievable goals.
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2. LEARN A BREATHING TECHNIQUE THAT WORKS FOR YOU.

When anxiety hits there is nothing worse! You can't breathe, think straight or function so having tools up 
your sleeve you know work for you, which you have tested in advance is super useful.
 
I swear by three different techniques: 
1. Heart math breathing
 
2. 4, 6, 8 breathing technique 
 
3. Alternate nostril breathing
 
I find all of these techniques work really well for me. Find one that works for you an practice next time 
you feel . anxious.
 
HOT TIP there is a blog post on 4,6,8 breathing technique here 
 
Use the space below to test different breathing techniques and note down how each make you feel, use 
the one which makes you feel most calm..

https://www.welfordwellbeing.com/single-post/2018/01/10/How-to-do-the-46-Breathing-Technique-and-why-you-should-try-it
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3. BE COMPASSIONATE WITH YOURSELF

Anxiety can cause us to be really cruel to ourselves. Our negative internal voice starts saying dreadful 
things to us that we would never say to another person. 
 
How to stop this happening: 
1. When you have these thoughts. STOP. Ask yourself is it true. 9 times out of 10 the things we tell 
ourselves in anxiety are bullshit 
2. Ask yourself this - how can I be more loving towards myself in this moment. How can I love the anxious 
part of me? 
3. Self soothe - this sounds crazy, but seriously if no one is there to hug you - you can hug yourself and it 
releases endorphins which lift your mood. 
4. Remember when you are anxious you need love and support - make sure you a. give it to yourself and 
b. reach out to someone you trust for support. 
 
Make a list below of all the horrid things your anxious voice says and then flip them to a positive opposite 
on the second column. I have done an example to show you. 
 

Negative Positive

Example: I am fat and stupid Example: I am treating my body with love and 
respect. I know I am clever, kind and loving.

https://www.welfordwellbeing.com/single-post/2018/01/10/How-to-do-the-46-Breathing-Technique-and-why-you-should-try-it

